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1. The object of this note is to generalize certain results in the

theory of semigroups of continuous linear operators on a Banach

space to the case where, instead of a Banach space, we consider a

locally convex space. A family {P(£)} £>0 of linear operators on a

vector space is called a semigroup if r(£+ij) = P(£) o P(rj), if,

??G(0, <»). E. Hille [4] and N. Dunford [2] have proved that if
{F(£)} £>o is a semigroup of bounded linear operators on a Banach

space P such that for every xEE, £—>F(£)x is a measurable function

from (0, 00) into E and such that ||F(£)||jsîsi/j is bounded for every

5>0(5<1), then £—>F(£)x is a continuous function from (0, «>) into

E for xEE. Proposition 2 is an analogue of this result while Proposi-

tions 3 and 4 are analogues of results due to R. S. Phillips [5] and

P. Lax, respectively.

2. Definition 1. Let P be a locally convex space, S a set and 9JÎ a

cr-ring of "measurable" subsets of 5. A function x: S—>E (£—>x(£)) is

called measurable if it is the limit, almost everywhere, of a sequence

of countably valued functions. (A function is said to be countably

valued if its range is countable and it takes each value different from

zero on a measurable set.)

Remark. If x(£) is a measurable P-valued function and p is any

continuous seminorm on E, then />(«(£)) is a real-valued measurable

function on 5.

Proposition 1. Let S= (0, >») with 3DÎ the a-ring of Lebesgue meas-

urable subsets of (0, 00) and x(cr) be a measurable function from (0, °o)

into E. Then for any continuous seminorm q on E, there exists a sequence

{x„(cr) }„=i,2,..- of countably valued functions such that q{xio)— x„(cr))

—>0 as «—> =0 uniformly for a outside a set of measure zero.

We shall prove the proposition under a weaker hypothesis, viz.,

that x(cr) is weakly measurable (i.e., for every continuous linear func-

tional x' on E (x(cr), x') is a measurable function of cr on (0, °o)) and

that x(<j) is almost separably valued (i.e., x(cr) belongs to a separable

subspace of E almost everywhere).

We may suppose that the range of x(cr) is contained in a separable

subspace P of P and find a sequence {xn(cr) }nki of countably valued
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functions such that g(xn(<r) — x(a)) tends to zero as ra tends to infinity

uniformly for a- in (0, a>). Let L denote the quotient space of L, on

which q defines a norm Ç. The completion IT" of L is a separable

Banach space. Hence its conjugate space (L^)' contains a sequence

{yî}n-i,2,-.. such that

Ç(x) = sup I (x, yn) |    for x G £***.
n

Now x—*y*(x), where x is the image of x by the quotient map L—»Z,

is a continuous linear functional on L. By the Hanh-Banach theorem,

there exists a continuous linear functional x„' on E such that

(x, y„*) = (x, xJl )   for x G F and n = 1, 2, • • • .

Now q(x(a)) =q[(x(a))~] =sup„ | (x(o-), x'n)\ is measurable as

(x(o-), xn') is measurable for ra= 1, 2, • • • . Similarly, for any aEL,

q(x(a)—a) is a measurable function. Let A= {a\q(x(a))>0}. If

{o¿} is a sequence dense in L and A ¿ = .4H {a | ff(x(<r) — a¡)} < 1/ra then

^ =U<1i^i. Let 5i = ^i, 5j =^y-Uis/_i 5¿ (/>!)• The 5¿ are disjoint
measurable and U5, = U^4< = ^4.

Let
xn(a) = o¿   for o- G Bi,

= 0    for o- G ^-

Then ff(x(o-) — xn(a)) < 1/re for all a so that g(x(<r) — xn(a))-+0 as ra—* a>

uniformly for a in (0, <»).

Definition 2. A semigroup of operators on a locally convex space

E is said to be measurable if, for xG-E, the function £—>F(£)x is

measurable from (0, °o) to E.

Proposition 2. If { F(£) }{>o is a measurable semigroup of continu-

ous linear operators in a locally convex space E such that, for every

[a, /3]C(0, °°), { F(£) }„s¡slj is an equicontinuous family of operators,

then £—»F(£)x i's continuous for every xEE.

Proof. We have to show that for £G(0, «>) and xGTi,

(1) F(£ ± ri)x - T(£)x -> 0   in E as v -» 0.

Let 0 <«</?<£. As { T(r) }re[a,0] is an equicontinuous set, given any

continuous seminorm p on E, there exists a continuous seminorm g

on E and & > 0 such that

(2) p{T(r)y) Ú kq(y)    lor a ^ r ^ ß and y E E.

Let ijo>0 be such that a—rj>0 and ß<%—r] lor0<r¡<r]o- By (2), we

have
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Pim ± V) - n&x) - piTir)[Tik ±V-r)x- F(£ - r)x])

(3) á kqim ± i - 0* - r({ - r)x).

As { P(^±ij — r) }reia,ß] and { F(£ — r) }Te[a,/9] are equicontinuous sets,

{ F(£ + ?7 — T)x}re[cß] and { P(£ — r)x}Te[a,ß] are bounded subsets of P

so that qiTi^+n — r)x— F(£ — r)x) is a bounded measurable function

of t in [a, ß]. Integrating (3) with respect to r from a to ß we get

OS - a)p(T(S ± v)x - T(Qx)

(4) rß
á * T  C7(F(Í ± q - t)x - m - r)x) dr.

The integral on the right-hand side tends to zero with v if we show

that, for given e>0, there exists a continuous P-valued function/,(r)

such that

pß+m

(5) qim - r)x - Mr)) dr < e.
J <x-n

For then

j   qim ±V-r)x- P(£ - r)x) dr

^ J   i(r(f ±V-r)x- f.(r + ,)) ¿r + J   ç(/e(r + „) - /.(t)) dr

+  f   q(f.<?) - T(S - r)x) dr

and the first and the third integral are each majorised by e and the

second integral tends to zero with v since /«(t) is continuous. Now

â(t) = T{£—t)x being measurable from proposition (1), it follows that,

given e>0, there exists a countably valued function x(r) such that

SE%q(Mt)-x(t)) dr<e/3. Let x(r) = £<" j aiXAi, where a¿GP and

Xáí are characteristic functions of disjoint measurable sets A{ con-

tained in [a—rjo, ¿8+770]- Then we can choose m such that for y(r)

= ET-i <*<Xa«. /^;°2(^W-y(r))ár<€/3. Let 2(y(T))<Jlf. Given
S > 0 we can find compact sets K{ E A{ and open sets

OiDAi (i = l, 2, • • • , m) such that ^™=1 m(Oi—P¿) <5 (m being

Lebesgue measure). For every i there exists a continuous function

gi(r), 0^gj(T)^l, such that g;(r) equals 1 on Ki and 0 outside 0<.

If «(t) = ÖLi Oigi(T), then g(g(r)) < mJlf and g(r) = y{r) for
TGUr.iiOi-P.) so that J^;¡qiyÍT)-gÍT))dT<2mMb<e/3 for
S<e/6mM. Taking/«(r) = g(r), (5) is satisfied.
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Remark 1. Proposition 2 remains true if instead of the hypothesis

that £—>F(£)x are £-valued measurable functions for xEE, we have

the weaker hypothesis that these functions are weakly measurable

and almost separably valued. For, from the proof of Proposition 1,

given e>0, there exists a countably valued function x(r) such that

/fí™ q[h(r)x — x(r)] dr<e/3 and the proof is completed by the same

method as above.

Remark 2. The converse of Proposition 2, viz., the statement that

"If { F(£) }{>o is a semigroup such that £—>F(£)x are continuous func-

tions for xEE, then { F(£) j j>0 is a measurable semi-group such that

for every [a, /S]C(0, <*>), {F(£) }fe[a,iS] is an equicontinuous set of

maps of E into E" is true if E is barrelled (tonnelé) or is the strong

dual of a metrisable locally convex space. For, if £—>F(£)x is continu-

ous, then it is measurable and maps the compact set [a, /3]C(0, °°)

onto a compact subset of E. Thus { F(£) }aSfs3 is compact in 2S(E, E),

the space of linear continuous maps of E into E furnished with the

topology of simple convergence, and therefore is a closed bounded

subset of 8S(F, £■)• If -E 's barrelled, this implies that { F(£) }{e[a,s] is

equicontinuous. If E is the strong dual of a metrisable space, let

(£n)n=i,2,--- denote the sequence of rationals in [a, ß]. Then

{ T(£n)} n-1,2, • • • being a subset of { F(£)} as£s3 is bounded in &(E, E)

and is therefore equicontinuous [3, Proposition 1, p. 62]. Hence its

closure in 2S(E, E) is equicontinuous. Now, for any oE [«. ß], there

exists a subsequence (£„4) of (£„) such that £Bi—*r as k—> °°, so that

T(a)x = lim^«, F(£ni)x lor every xG-E. Thus { F(£)} as^Sß is the closure

of { F(£„) }n=i,2,... in 2a(E, E) which is equicontinuous.

Proposition 3. Let {r(£)}{>0 be a measurable semigroup of con-

tinuous linear operators in a Fréchet space E. Then for any [a, ß]

C(0,   oo),

{T(Ü)}a^ß

is an equicontinuous set of maps of E into E.

Proof. Let \pn} be a sequence or seminorms on E defining the

topology of E. Since E is Fréchet, it is sufficient to prove that

{ F(£)x}je[a,|Si is bounded in E for any fixed xG-E. If this is not true,

there exists an xG-E and an integer t0 and a sequence {£„}„_i,2,...

tending to a real number y where £„, yE [a, ß], such that

P'o(P(Zn)X) = n    f°r all n-

Let {F,}i_i,2,... be a sequence of measurable subsets of (0, 7] such

that
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(i)   P+lCP,
(ii) the measure m(FA of Fi>y/2+y/3i,

(iii) the measurable function pi(T(Ç)x) is bounded on P¿ by Af,-,

say.
Clearly such a sequence exists and F=ni"1 P,- is measurable with

m(F)~èy/2 and />,■{ T(Ç)x] g Af,- for ^Gf, and i=l, 2, • • • , i.e.,
{ r(£)x}{ei? is a bounded subset of £.

The sets

An= Un-v\vEFr\(0,Zn)},       w=l, 2, •••

are measurable and

7
(1) w(^4n) ^ —   for » ^ N, say.

4

Forr?GPn(0,^).

» = pdnM g />,-0[r(í„ - 77)2X77)*].

Let aEA„ be arbitrary. Then

0- = £„ — 77   for some 77 G F H (0, £„),

so that

(2) ph[T(o)T(r,)x] ^ »•

Let A =lim supn.„ ^ln. Then w(4)^7/4 by (1). For a0EA, />,-„ is

unbounded on F(o-0) [{ F(í7)x},c=f] by (2), i.e., T(o-0)[{T(r})x}^f] is

not a bounded subset of E. This is a contradiction since F(<ro) is a

continuous linear map of E into £ and { F(t7)x }„<=*■ is a bounded set

in£.

Combining Propositions 2 and 3 we have the

Theorem. Every measurable semigroup of continuous linear oper-

ators on a Frichet space is a continuous function from (0, 00 ) into the

space of continuous linear maps of E into E furnished with the topology

of simple convergence.

3. Proposition 4. Let { T(i-) }j>0 be a measurable semigroup of con-

tinuous linear operators on a locally convex space E such that { F(£)} as(£ß

is an equicontinuous family for every [a, ß] C(0, «>) and such that for

some £o>0, F(£o) is a combad operator on E. Then, for any a>£n.

T(a) is a compact operator and £—>F(£) is a continuous mapping of

(a, 00) into ?©(P, E) where ?©(£, E) is the space of continuous linear

maps of E into E furnished with the topology of uniform convergence

on bounded subsets of E.
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Proof. Let b>a>!-o and let 5 be a bounded subset of E, Va

neighbourhood of 0 in £ and

W(B, V) = {« G£©(£, E) I u(B) C V).

We shall show that there exists 5 > 0 such that

m + v)- T(Q E W(B, V)

lor \tj\ <S, a<£<b, a<£+r]<b.

As the sets {IF(5, V)}, where 5 is a bounded subset of E and V

is a neighbourhood of 0 in E, form a fundamental system of neigh-

bourhoods of zero in &s(E, E), this will prove that F(£+77) — F(£)—>0

in 8©(£, £) as 77—>0. Let Fi be a neighbourhood of 0 in F such that

(1) Fi + Vi + Vi C V.

Let V2 be a neighbourhood of 0 in £ such that

(2) F2 C Fi

and

(3) T(t-£o)V2CVi   foraá£ = &.

This is possible since { F(£—£0) }as£s& is an equicontinuous family of

maps of £ into £.

Now, F(£o) being a compact operator, there exists a neighbour-

hood Í7 of 0 such that F(£0) Í/ is a relatively compact subset of £.

The bounded subset 5 of £ is absorbed by U, so that T(£0)B is also

relatively compact. Given a neighbourhood V2 of 0 in £, there exist

Xi, x2, • • • , x„G£ such that

F(£o)5C Û {F(£oK + F2},

i.e., for any j;G5, there exists an xk such that

(4) F(£o)x - F(£oK G F2.

By Proposition 1, for any xG£, £—>F(£)x is a continuous function

from (0, 00) into £. In particular, £—>T(í¡)xk are continuous functions

for £=1, 2, • • ■ , ». We can, therefore, find 5>0 such that, for

F(£ + ij)*t - 2XÖ** EV2   if 17,1  <M^U + î^.

Let xG5 and xk be as in (4). Then
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rß + v)x - T{0x - r(£ + v)x - r« +*)** + r({ + «)« - r(Ö*k

+ T(Qxk - T(Qx

= rft + ij-foîlrfto)*- F(£o)x*]

+ [Tik + v)xk - T(Qxk]

+ T({ - to)[TQ;0)xt - rft,)*]

er(£ + ï- £o)F2 + F2 + 7\£ - |o)Fs

C Vi + Vi + Vi C F;

i.e., [r(e+ij)-r(0]BCFfor |ij| <«, aè£+vèb, Ça<a. This proves

the required continuity of the function £—*P(¿).

That P(£) is compact for ^>?o follows from the fact F(£o) is a

compact operator and F(£) = F(£ — ̂ o)P(^o) where F(£—fo) is a con-

tinuous linear map of P into P.
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ON RECURSIVELY DEFINED ORTHOGONAL
POLYNOMIALS1

T. S. CHIHARA

1. Introduction. Consider a set {P„(x)} of orthogonal polynomials

defined by the classical recurrence formula,

P„(x) = (x - cn)Pn_!(x) - X„P„_2(x)        (n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ),

P_i(x) = 0,       Po(x) = 1,       cn real,       Xn+i > 0.

In  [2], the author initiated a study of (1.1) based on the chain

sequences of Wall [ó], the fundamental relation being that the zeros
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